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An Essay

On Introductions

Public Matters: Public Space with Character

“The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with the
aesthetics of civic monuments and infrastructures. The
cities most canonical projects validate its apparent biases
- an oscillation between iconic modern and postmodern
figures proliferate the urban fabric. The dynamic between
these two paradigms creates a complex relationship
between architecture, urban space, and the public
mirroring the cities longstanding and complex history of
segregated urban space and peoples.
This project draws precedent from the format of the 1980
Stanley Tigerman exhibition Late entries to the Chicago
Tribune Tower Competition, a then radical competition
set to reinvigorate the discipline the way the original 1922
international competition had. The format of this ‘late
entry competition’ has a longstanding history in Chicago
as a method of generating new theoretical forms, testing
forthcoming design trends, and furthering a theoretical
discourse on the cities architectural biases.
The winning entries in these competitions have crafted a
certain legibility to the cities identity and current sociopolitical issues. Each iteration of the competition has
focused on exploring a specific formal languages and then
relevant architectural or societal issues.
This investigation contends to prioritize the effects of
character building (through contextualism and legibility)
and public space on contemporary architectural and
socio-political discourse. In 1987, Chicago held a design
competition for the development of the cities new central
public library. The resultant project thereafter became
a civic monument - reflective of the cities socio-political
investments and its response to its multiplicity of histories.
In 2015, Chicago architectural collaborative Design With

Company would investigate the premise of the ‘late entry’
format as a critique on the public library competition,
a project that mirrors the effects of the tribune tower
competition.
Looking to engage in a similar discourse, while engaging
with present issues, this thesis proposes a contemporary
late, late entry into the inaugural competition, contending
that an emphasis on the development of character
specificity, public interactions, and targeted experiences,
rather than the deploying of historical forms and
ornamentation, present a system more capable of
supporting an agonistic civic platform representative of
Chicago’s contemporary public matters.”

“In 1987, Chicago held a design competition
for the development of the cities new central
public library. The winning project became
a civic monument - reflective of the cities
biases toward prioritizing ornamentation
and classical motifs as a way to engage with
the public. This bias has been shown and
critiqued by a series of chicago specific ‘late
entry’ competitions for large iconic projects,
such as the Tribune Tower competition
of 1922. Looking to engage in a similar
discourse, while working with contemporary
issues, this thesis proposes a new late,
late entry into the inaugural competition,
contending that an emphasis on the
development of character specificity and
public space, presents a system more capable
of supporting an democratic platform
representative of chicago’s contemporary
public matters, such as protesting and
occupation of public space in response
to social justice movements and political
backlash”.
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On Precedents

Public Matters: Public Space with Character

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
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lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

The federal complex represents the militarization of public space and
longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today,
as these historical issues have evolved, and branched into more
intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most complex
and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures. In today’s
political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant and
refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as
a space for protest and public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the
contemporary trend of social activism, augmented by youth engagement,
social media, and a response to the countries polarizing political choices.
These factors have led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in
provoking and engaging with public matters. The dynamic adjacencies
between modern and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the
relationships of architecture, public space, and the user within Chicago’s
most compelling and visible spaces.
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“On Precedent Research”
“Accomplice not Ally”
“At the root of the relationship
between the architect and their
constituencies is the disciplines
existential impasse, - the constant and implicit distance
between the architect and the
communities they design for…
not in terms of architects designing for the communities
they live in, but architecture
of co-liberation should be
designed by accomplices, not
allies.”
- Ana Maria Leon, Spaces of
Co-Liberation
Raymond Hood and John
Mead Howells, Entry to the
Chicago Tribune Tower
Competition, 1922.

Federal Plaza, Mies Van Der
Rohe, 1974.

Bryony Roberts Studio, “We
Know How to Order”, 2015.

Amanda Williams and
Andres L. Hernandez and
Shani Crowe, “Thrival Geographies (In My Mind I See A Line,
2017.

Amanda Williams, “Color(ed)
Theory Ultrasheen, 2015.

Kara Walker, “Ruffneck
Constructivists Exhibition, 2014.

Theaster Gates, “Civil
Taperstry 4”, 2011.

Etienne Louis Boullee,
“Deuxieme projet pour la
Bibliothèque du Roi”, 1785.

Francesco di Giorgio Martini,
“The Ideal City of Berlin”, 1477.

Giovanni Battista Piranesi,
“The Round Tower”, 1720-1778.

Sebastiano Serlio, “The
Comedic Schene”, 1545.

“Things in the Round”
“Things in the round accept
and embrace architecture’s
communicative nature with
an emphasis on the modes of
delivery rather than a message.
Alluding to the familiar rather
than a message...Leveraging its
physicality towards engaging
its audience...engaged
architecture, not contingent
architecture…. Constitutes its
context, not deriving from it.”
- Ellie Abrons, Surface Relief: A
Case for Things in the Round

John Hejduk, “Mask of
Medusa, 1985.

Bureau Spectacular, Jimenez
Lai, “Inside Outside In-between, 2015.

Etienne Louis Boullee, “Boullee’s Opera House”, 1781.
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functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
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neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
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The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with the aesthetics
of civic monuments and infrastructures. The city’s most canonical
projects validates these conditions -- iconic modern towers and
postmodern figures proliferate the urban fabric. The dynamic
between these two paradigms creates a complex relationship
among architecture, urban space, and the public, mirroring the
city’s longstanding and complex history of segregated urban spaces
and peoples. This project draws precedent from the format of the
1980 Stanley Tigerman exhibition, Late Entries to the Chicago
Tribune Tower Competition, a thenradical competition intended
to reinvigorate the discipline similarly to the 1922 tribune tower
competition. The format of this “late entry competition” has a
longstanding history in Chicago as a method of generating new
theoretical forms, testing forthcoming design trends, and furthering
a theoretical discourse on the city’s architectural biases.
The winning entries in these competitions have crafted a certain
legibility to the city’s identity and current socio-political
issues. Each iteration of the competition has explored specific
formal languages and relevant architectural or societal issues.
This investigation intends to prioritize the effects of character
building (through contextualism and legibility) and public space
on contemporary architectural and socio-political discourse.
In 1987, Chicago held a design competition for the development of
the city’s new central public library. The resulting project thereafter
became a civic monument - reflective of the city’s socio-political
investments and its response to its multiplicity of histories. This
thesis seeks to engage in a similar discourse, while engaging with
present issues. It proposes a series of contemporary “late, late
entries” into the inaugural library competition, contending that
an emphasis on the development of character specificity, public
interactions, and targeted experiences, rather than the deploying
of historical forms and ornamentation, presents a system more
capable of supporting an agonistic civic platform representative of
Chicago’s contemporary public matters.
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civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

An Essay

On 6 Late, Late Entries

Public Matters: Public Space with Character

On Late Entries: This type of proposal borrows firstly from the ‘late
entry’ format of Claes Oldenburg’s Tribune Tower Competition,
and then Stanley Tigerman’s 1980’s late entries recreation of the
same name. Architects have continuously presented recreations
of the provocative competition, turning it into something of a
tradition. Some of the designs drew directly from the original or
previous entries as source material, others looked to the classical
motifs of the earlier entries and iconic works as rhetorical or
playful critique.
The fascination with the design of the original competition
stemmed from its global influence. The results of the competition
presented designs that were starkly contrasting ideas from some
of the world’s most foremost designers - producing a ripple
effect which influenced a variety of emerging schools of thought,
competing to define “modernity” at a critical time.
Stanley Tigerman’s instalment of the ‘“late entries” format meant
to gauge the discipline during a moment of radical change.
Just as gothic ornamentation and Bauhaus modernism blurred
paradigms during the 1922 competition, Tigerman’s respondents
represented a blending of contrasting ideas from some of the
most radical thinkers and designers of the late twentieth century.
Some of the more prominent entries would go on to project
ideas to the next generation - motivations on rethinking history,
tradition, and form in new ways.
Fast forward to the latest installment of this format, the Make
New History titled 2017 Chicago Architecture Biennial sought
to reinvision the explorative nature of the original competition
with the most pressing contemporary issues. The projects were
showcased as a sea of towers located in the grand hall of the
Chicago Cultural Center. A specific design consideration for this
edition stemmed from the use of two rejected 1922 proposals.
The Doric column tower designed by Adolf Loos and a more
modernist design by Ludwig Hilberseimer. The use of these
projects provacates a reflecting illustration of chicago’s multiple
architectural identities with a rhetorical or playful twist.

Adolf Loos proposed a tower representative of a doric column,
referencing the “column” that compose a newspaper, the
prototype to the art-deco tower, or a symbolic towers like an
obelisk, giant native american statue, and even a billboard
projecting headlines.
Similarly to the Chicago Tribune Tower Competition, the 1987
Chicago Public Library Competition represented the cities bias
toward selecting civic designs that are preoccupied with the
articulation of historic forms and ornamentation as a way to
engage with the public. The original competition, devised as a
design/build, was also presented as an international competition.
Judges were presented five drastically different final proposals.
Each team was large and diverse, made of several design firms
and engineering consultants.
In the spirit of the late entry format, Chicago based architectural
collaborative Design With Company presented their own late
entry to the original 1987 proposal. As a critique on the winning
selection, Design With Company’s investigation affirms the critical
responses to the libraries outcome, not in an effort to correct, but
to revisit the polemic in a revealing and contemporary way. The
project presents two dozen late entries in the form of a single
building. The resulting analysis behaves like a city, playing on
scale, legibility, and narrative. Many architects have been critical
of the library selection, citing the settlement for a safe regressive
design in the face of the other more dynamic entries. Even
Stanley Tigerman publicized his thoughts, writing,

“By selecting that scheme [the winning design],
it sends Chicago backwards, away from its own
future precisely the way the Tribune Tower
Competition and the Columbian Exposition did.”

Entry 01:

Civic Infrastructures
On 6 Late, Late Entries

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
The federal complex represents the militarization of public space and
longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today,
as these historical issues have evolved, and branched into more
intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most complex
and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures. In today’s
political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant and
refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as
a space for protest and public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the
contemporary trend of social activism, augmented by youth engagement,
social media, and a response to the countries polarizing political choices.
These factors have led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in
provoking and engaging with public matters. The dynamic adjacencies
between modern and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the
relationships of architecture, public space, and the user within Chicago’s
most compelling and visible spaces.
This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent. The federal complex represents the militarization
of public space and longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in
Chicago. Today, as these historical issues have evolved, and branched
into more intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most
complex and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures.
In today’s political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant
and refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as a
space for protest and public gathering.
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This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
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This thesis looks to further the narrative of the
late entry format by proposing a late, late entry
into the public library competition. By affirming
the late entry formats ability to project dynamic
ideas on the prospective future of design discourse.
This investigation seeks to link the relationships
between public space, the densification of urban
infrastructures, and the prospective formal and
interactive benefits of architectural characters. In
order to root this investigation in a relevant and
contemporary pedagogical framework.

This thesis looks to further the narrative of the
late entry format by proposing a late, late entry
into the public library competition. By affirming
the late entry formats ability to project dynamic
ideas on the prospective future of design discourse.
This investigation seeks to link the relationships
between public space, the densification of urban
infrastructures, and the prospective formal and
interactive benefits of architectural characters. In
order to root this investigation in a relevant and
contemporary pedagogical framework.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago
has a complex relationship
with civic monuments and
infrastructures. The most
canonical of the cities architectural
projects represent this complex
historical bias- an series of iconic
modern facades and postmodern
figures proliferate the urban
fabric. Projects like Mies Van
Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international
style, modern architecture, and
civic functionality. Like many
projects in Chicago’s have left the
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago
has a complex relationship
with civic monuments and
infrastructures. The most
canonical of the cities architectural
projects represent this complex
historical bias- an series of iconic
modern facades and postmodern
figures proliferate the urban
fabric. Projects like Mies Van
Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international
style, modern architecture, and
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

Entry 02:

Public Transparencies
On 6 Late, Late Entries

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
The federal complex represents the militarization of public space and
longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today,
as these historical issues have evolved, and branched into more
intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most complex
and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures. In today’s
political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant and
refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as
a space for protest and public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the
contemporary trend of social activism, augmented by youth engagement,
social media, and a response to the countries polarizing political choices.
These factors have led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in
provoking and engaging with public matters. The dynamic adjacencies
between modern and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the
relationships of architecture, public space, and the user within Chicago’s
most compelling and visible spaces.
This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent. The federal complex represents the militarization
of public space and longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in
Chicago. Today, as these historical issues have evolved, and branched
into more intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most
complex and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures.
In today’s political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant
and refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as a
space for protest and public gathering.
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This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago
has a complex relationship
with civic monuments and
infrastructures. The most
canonical of the cities architectural
projects represent this complex
historical bias- an series of iconic
modern facades and postmodern
figures proliferate the urban
fabric. Projects like Mies Van
Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international
style, modern architecture, and
civic functionality. Like many
projects in Chicago’s have left the
Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s
Federal Center act as monuments
to the international style,
modern architecture, and civic
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

Entry 03:

Miesian Boundaries
On 6 Late, Late Entries

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
The federal complex represents the militarization of public space and
longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today,
as these historical issues have evolved, and branched into more
intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most complex
and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures. In today’s
political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant and
refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as
a space for protest and public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the
contemporary trend of social activism, augmented by youth engagement,
social media, and a response to the countries polarizing political choices.
These factors have led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in
provoking and engaging with public matters. The dynamic adjacencies
between modern and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the
relationships of architecture, public space, and the user within Chicago’s
most compelling and visible spaces.
This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent. The federal complex represents the militarization
of public space and longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in
Chicago. Today, as these historical issues have evolved, and branched
into more intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most
complex and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures.
In today’s political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant
and refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as a
space for protest and public gathering.
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This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
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civic functionality. Like many
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago
has a complex relationship
with civic monuments and
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canonical of the cities architectural
projects represent this complex
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

Entry 04:

Theaster’s Castle
On 6 Late, Late Entries

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
The federal complex represents the militarization of public space and
longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today,
as these historical issues have evolved, and branched into more
intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most complex
and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures. In today’s
political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant and
refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as
a space for protest and public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the
contemporary trend of social activism, augmented by youth engagement,
social media, and a response to the countries polarizing political choices.
These factors have led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in
provoking and engaging with public matters. The dynamic adjacencies
between modern and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the
relationships of architecture, public space, and the user within Chicago’s
most compelling and visible spaces.
This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent. The federal complex represents the militarization
of public space and longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in
Chicago. Today, as these historical issues have evolved, and branched
into more intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most
complex and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures.
In today’s political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant
and refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as a
space for protest and public gathering.
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This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
The federal complex represents the militarization of public space and
longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today,
as these historical issues have evolved, and branched into more
intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most complex
and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures. In today’s
political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant and
refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as
a space for protest and public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the
contemporary trend of social activism, augmented by youth engagement,
social media, and a response to the countries polarizing political choices.
These factors have led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in
provoking and engaging with public matters. The dynamic adjacencies
between modern and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the
relationships of architecture, public space, and the user within Chicago’s
most compelling and visible spaces.
This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent. The federal complex represents the militarization
of public space and longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in
Chicago. Today, as these historical issues have evolved, and branched
into more intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most
complex and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures.
In today’s political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant
and refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as a
space for protest and public gathering.
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This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
The federal complex represents the militarization of public space and
longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today,
as these historical issues have evolved, and branched into more
intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most complex
and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures. In today’s
political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant and
refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as
a space for protest and public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the
contemporary trend of social activism, augmented by youth engagement,
social media, and a response to the countries polarizing political choices.
These factors have led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in
provoking and engaging with public matters. The dynamic adjacencies
between modern and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the
relationships of architecture, public space, and the user within Chicago’s
most compelling and visible spaces.
This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent. The federal complex represents the militarization
of public space and longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in
Chicago. Today, as these historical issues have evolved, and branched
into more intersectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most
complex and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures.
In today’s political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant
and refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities minority neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as a
space for protest and public gathering.
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This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of social activism,
augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the
countries polarizing political choices. These factors have led to a growing
speculation in architecture’s role in provoking and engaging with public
matters. The dynamic adjacencies between modern and postmodern
design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
space, and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible spaces.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with
civic monuments and infrastructures. The most canonical of the cities
architectural projects represent this complex historical bias- an series
of iconic modern facades and postmodern figures proliferate the
urban fabric. Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as
monuments to the international style, modern architecture, and civic
functionality. Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal
center plaza is unified by relentless grid organization. The center and its
accompanying plaza are a product of the disinvestment in the minority
south side neighborhoods, in favor of investing in the downtown loop. The
lasting results of decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery
neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and
violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.

